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         Neyda Gilman 
 
 
Hello All, 
 
I believe this will be my last BioFeedback President’s 
Message and I will keep it short.  
 
I would like to start it off by congratulating Lori Bronars 
on receiving this year’s President’s Recognition Award, 
bestowed by myself on behalf of the Biomedical and Life 
Sciences Community. Congratulations Lori! We are lucky 
to have you as part of our Community. 
 
Next, I once again invite others to volunteer for various 
Community positions. If you are interested in getting in-
volved, or have questions about the positions available, 
let me know! You can help with the program planning for 
next year, the membership committee, communications, 
the awards committee, medical section chair, director, 
etc. 
 
This year has been an interesting one to say the least 
and I have been grateful to have this great group of peo-
ple to communicate with. Thank you to all of you! 
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Member News 
Roxanne Bogucka, Associate Editor 
 
From Neyda Gilman, our President: 
 
Jen Embree (another SLA Bio member) led the Binghamton University Li-
braries in creating an Anti-Racism Research & Resource Guide which has 
sections on the environment and healthcare which may be of interest to the 
BIO group: https://libraryguides.binghamton.edu/antiracism 
 
 
 
Book review of: The Horse A Natural History by Debbie Busby and 
Catrin Rutland (Princeton University Press, 2019) 
Reviewer: Lori Bronars  
 
Debbie Busby is a behaviorist and international speaker and writer. She 
holds a BSc in Psychology and an MSc in Applied Animal Behaviour and Wel-
fare from Newcastle University (UK). She consults internationally on behav-
ior disorders in horses and has also co-authored Equine Behaviour in Mind: 
Applying Behavioural Science to the Way We Keep, Work and Care for Hors-
es (5M Publishing, 2018). 
 
Catrin Rutland serves as Associate Professor of Anatomy and Developmental 
Genetics at The University of Nottingham (UK). She earned a PhD in Medi-
cine from The University of Nottingham in 2004 and holds teaching qualifica-
tions. Her research is focused on the heart and blood vessels of various spe-
cies including horses. She writes for magazines, newspapers, and has writ-
ten book chapters in addition to scholarly publishing. 
 
The authors have given readers a treasure to absorb, from the evolution of 
the horse of 55 million years ago to anatomy, physiology, behavior, and 
breeds of modern horses. They tell us that experts debate the start of do-
mestication of the horse, with some believing it occurred when the horse 
served as a food source to early nomads 6,000 years ago and others defin-
ing it as the time when the horse was first ridden and used as a pack animal. 
We learn there is archeological evidence that the Botai people were riding 
horses to hunt wild horses of Kazakhstan 3500-3000 BCE (Before the Com-
mon Era).  
 
The development of tack (saddles and bridles) is presented as well as sec-
tions of chapters on riding horses, the history of training, the war-horse, and 
the sporting horse. The book’s “Directory of Horse Breeds” provides photos, 
maps, size, and notes for 50 modern breeds. There are more than 250 color 
photos (press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691178776/the-horse). 
It is available in print or as an e book. A good addition to the literature on 
horses.  
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Feature Article: Scholarly publishing trends: preprint servers and 
disappearing scientific journals 
By Ramune K. Kubilius 

Collection Development / Special Projects Librarian 
Galter Health Sciences Library & Learning Center 

Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine, Chicago, IL 

In the past half year, ripple effects of the COVID-19 pandemic have been felt 
not only in our personal and work lives, but also in the lives of those with 
whom many of us work or whose work we support: scholars, researchers, 
authors, and students. In April, Angela Cochran aptly entitles her article in 
the “Scholarly Kitchen,” blog of the Society for Scholarly Publishing (SSP) 
“What will we learn About Scholarly Publishing as a Result of COVID-19?” 
For those who follow scholarly publishing developments (or try to), two top-
ics seem to be receiving a lot of coverage and both have impact on the bio-
medical scientific community: preprint servers and disappearing scientific 
journals.  

PREPRINT SERVERS 
 
Though often discussed together, as one webinar speaker rightly pointed 
out, one should understand the distinction between preprints and preprint 
servers. Preprints are a not yet peer reviewed publication format and not all 
are necessarily deposited in preprint servers. Often, though, both are dis-
cussed in tandem. In May, the “Scholarly Kitchen” blog of the SSP, featured 
an article, “Publishers Invest in Preprints” that discussed preprint communi-
ties, preprint sites, preprint services. While general articles set the stage, bi-
omedical literature is of particular interest to many Biofeedback readers (and 
me).  
 
The U.S. National Library of Medicine’s (NLM) announcement in June that it 
was beginning a yearlong PubMed Central preprint server pilot seemed very 
timely. Word about the forthcoming pilot was shared in 2019, before COVID-
19 even became part of our landscape. In November, the Charleston Confer-
ence blog covered the 2019 conference sessions that included not only a 
Hyde Park debate about whether preprints improve the scholarly communi-
cation system but the NLM preprint pilot was also mentioned in the report on 
the keynote plenary by NLM director Patricia Flatley Brennan at the Confer-
ence. In subsequent interviews she gave various examples of NLM biomedi-
cal communication initiatives. As for the preprint pilot, since the preprint pi-
lot was being planned for some time, one can suppose that a decision to pri-
oritize COVID-19 research may have come about in the later days of prepar-
ing for the pilot’s launch. 

On September 16th, the Charleston Conference group sponsored a webinar 
that featured a trio of knowledgeable speakers- Jessica Polka and Iratxe 
Puebla (both of ASAPbio) and Oya Rieger (of Ithaka S+R) who addressed the  

 

https://scholarlykitchen.sspnet.org/2020/05/27/publishers-invest-in-preprints/
https://www.nlm.nih.gov/pubs/techbull/mj20/mj20_preprint_pilot.html
https://www.against-the-grain.com/2019/11/hyde-park-debate-preprint-servers-have-improved-the-scholarly-communication-system/
https://www.against-the-grain.com/2019/11/keynote-plenary-anticipating-the-future-of-biomedical-communications/
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topic, “Preprints in Biomedicine are Here:  Why, How, and What’s 
Next?” (The recording can be viewed.)  Moderator Matthew Ismail an-
nounced a forthcoming OA “Charleston Briefings” (of which he is chief editor) 
that will focus on the topic of preprints (a previous title in the series focused 
on peer review). 

It may or may not come as a big surprise that biomedical disciplines were 
not necessarily the first to embrace preprints or preprint servers in a land-
scape that now has approximately 60 preprint servers of all types (ASAPbio 
hosts a directory of preprint servers). Studies of biomedical preprints (and 
preprint servers) has grown exponentially in recent years. One of the more 
recent servers, medRxiv, founded by two Yale University researchers, like 
the NLM’s preprint pilot, has come to the forefront with its recent publicized 
focus on Covid-19 research.  

DISAPPEARING SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS 
 
Beyond scientific publications, the NIH Archives, with its “Behind the Mask” 
initiative, was one of many archives, museums, and libraries that scrambled 
to create solutions for preserving and collecting Covid-19 related memories, 
items, and memorabilia. Research work continued in other arenas that 
raised the importance of preservation. Weeks before 2020 International 
Open Access Week approached (October 19-26), a September 8 article by Science 
news editor, Jeffrey Brainard, caused quite a stir with its headline grabbing title, 
“Dozens of scientific journals have vanished from the internet, and no one 
preserved them.” The article reported on a preprint posted on 3 September 
on the arXiv server. Brainard’s article began with this sentence: “Eighty-four 
online-only, open-access (OA) journals in the sciences, and nearly 100 more 
in the social sciences and humanities, have disappeared from the internet 
over the past 2 decades as publishers stopped maintaining them, potentially 
depriving scholars of useful research findings.” Brainard highlighted reported 
findings such as “About half of the journals were published by research insti-
tutions or scholarly societies; none of the societies are large players in the 
natural sciences. None of the now-dark journals was produced by a large 
commercial publisher.” 
 
Soon after someone shared a link to Brainard’s report in Science, individuals 
and organizations’ representatives were quick to respond and comment. Fol-
lowing threads on the LibLicense list, one could see postings from Kate Wit-
tenberg, Managing Director, Portico about the importance of prioritizing what 
OA content should be preserved. Bryan Newbold of the Internet Archive 
posted: “How the Internet Archive is Ensuring Permanent Access to Open 
Access Journal Articles”.  Toby Green, co-founder of Coherent Digital, wrote, 
“I am working on a project to recapture lost/make safe threatened materials 
like this. Could you share more detail about these institutes so I can see if 
we can help.” A global perspective was provided by Werner Hillebrecht, Na- 

 

https://www.charlestonlibraryconference.com/preprints-in-biomedicine-webcast/
https://www.fulcrum.org/cb?locale=en
https://asapbio.org/preprint-server-directory
https://www.medrxiv.org/
https://news.yale.edu/2020/06/18/preprint-server-founded-yale-now-leading-source-covid-19-discoveries#:~:text=Preprint%20server%20founded%20by%20Yale%20now%20leading%20source%20for%20COVID%2D19%20discoveries,-By%20Brita%20Belli&text=A%20site%20co%2Dfounded%20
https://history.nih.gov/display/history/Behind+the+Mask
https://sparcopen.org/our-work/open-access-week/
https://sparcopen.org/our-work/open-access-week/
https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2020/09/dozens-scientific-journals-have-vanished-internet-and-no-one-preserved-them
https://urldefense.com/v3/__http:/blog.archive.org/2020/09/15/how-the-internet-archive-is-ensuring-permanent-access-to-open-access-journal-articles/__;!!Dq0X2DkFhyF93HkjWTBQKhk!E3SF77jBgsTeIS3p5Vc3HWM8875Ww6aNX02Fw4_zh479QxS_Hs-gOTIFRp-k3Hrk-dWWVh37$
https://urldefense.com/v3/__http:/blog.archive.org/2020/09/15/how-the-internet-archive-is-ensuring-permanent-access-to-open-access-journal-articles/__;!!Dq0X2DkFhyF93HkjWTBQKhk!E3SF77jBgsTeIS3p5Vc3HWM8875Ww6aNX02Fw4_zh479QxS_Hs-gOTIFRp-k3Hrk-dWWVh37$
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mibia History - Heritage – Documentation, who wrote in part: “The problem 
of disappearing online scholarly material is of course much wider than jour-
nals, but includes research reports that not always made it into journal pub-
lications. It seems especially rife with poorer countries whose institutions are 
dependent on fickle donor funding...” 

*** 
In counterpoint to preservation or disappearing literature was the case in June of a 
Lancet article retraction that was reported on even by the academic and general 
press.  Inside Higher Ed used the headline: “Rush to Publish Risks Undermining 
COVID-19 Research“ while The Guardian reported, “Lancet had one of the biggest 
retractions in modern history: how could this happen?” 
 
It can be guaranteed that scholarly communication as well as publishing will contin-
ue to evolve, and will remain on our radars. Some developments  
seem to have peaked or been brought forward in this Covid-19 pandemic era. Fod-
der for future analysis and discussion is almost certainly guaranteed... 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(20)31324-6/fulltext
https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2020/06/08/fast-pace-scientific-publishing-covid-comes-problems
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/jun/05/lancet-had-to-do-one-of-the-biggest-retractions-in-modern-history-how-could-this-happen
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Biomedical and Life Sciences Community 

 

President: Neyda Gilman 
ngilman@binghamton.edu 
 
President-Elect: Layla Heimlich 
layla.heimlich@medstar.net 
 
Secretary: Ruth Gustafson 
ragustafson@ucdavis.edu    
 
Director: Danielle Walker 
walker524@purdue.edu 
 
Treasurer: Nancy Curtis 
ncurtis@maine.edu 
 
Past President: Peggy Murphy 
pegannmurph@gmail.com 
 
Medical Section Chair: Amy Jankowski 
ajankowski@unm.edu 
 
For a complete list of current board and committee members, see the Com-
munity website at: http://dbiosla.org/inside/officers/officers.html. 
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